
Coombs Shoe Service

Strand Arcade
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia

Phone: + 61 2 9231 1784

Shoe Repair in Sydney, NSWSome shoes and boots must be repaired in the

traditional way while other more modern innovations require completely new

technology. Nowadays, shoe repairers are most likely to employ a blending of

technologies to achieve traditional results. So, if you think all we do is replace heels,

you're in for a pleasant surprise. We can repair or alter practically every part of a

shoe or bag, no matter what needs doing.As Far As Shoe And Bag Repairs Are

Concerned, We Can:Replace any or all of the base of the shoe including insole,

shank, leather or rubber fullsole, top piece and non-slip soling material. Fullsoles are

stitched into place for maximum strength. In the case of R.M.Williams, Doc Martens,

Timberland, Caterpillar, Rockport and many other well-known brands, we can supply

an original brand name sole or match it to near perfection.Replace the entire heel

section of a ladies shoe if, for example, it should snap as sometimes happens. We

can match the original heel block or, at your request, attach a different type of heel,

effectively changing the style of the shoe.Restitch seams and patch holes invisible.

In cases where it may not be possible to make a repair invisible, we will make it as

inconspicuous as possible.Re-mould new rubber soles onto old sports shoes by

mimicking the original manufacturing process. Usually, the soles are the first part of

a sports shoe to go, while the upper still looks good. Now, with new technology,

instead of having to spend a hundred or more dollars on a new pair of sports shoes

only to have to break them in, you can have your current comfortable shoes

resurrected for a fraction of the price.
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